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Thinking of getting a tattoo? How about celtic spiral dragon on your bicep or flowers and butterflies
on your lower back? Getting a tattoo is all about really connecting with an image or idea and
wanting to make it a permanent statement in your life. You want to prepare as much as you can
before the procedure takes place&#133;which makes Tattoo-Pedia the perfect
resource!Tattoo-pedia includes thousands of designs to choose from when picking your next--or
your very first--tattoo. What you choose will depend on your tattoo style, and this beautiful and
easy-to-use guide will help you figure out how much creative control you need and how much
money you want to spend. Youâ€™ll also find information on placement and finding an artist.From
personalized to custom to couture, from celtic to tribal, from fairies to wings, Tattoo-Pedia is the
complete guide to body art.
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very through,. It's the second one I bought.This is minethe other is a gift. We are using it more for
the art ,ratherthan planning to give or get another tattoo.clear, concise,arrangement by subject
makes it easy to use.

I am one of the authors of this book, so let me put that potential bias out right away! :) Tattoo-Pedia
is our second book -- the first being our very popular Tattoo Sourcebook, also by the Editors at
TattooFinder.com. In my humble opinion, the quality of artwork in Tattoo-pedia actually exceeds that
found in the Tattoo Sourcebook. We also include more tips on personalizing and customizing the

tattoo designs which is becoming ever more popular with ink enthusiasts. While there is no way to
include ALL the designs from the TattooFinder.com website in any book, Tattoo-pedia definitely
includes some of the best art available. The book does not include tattoo stencils / patterns
tattooists need to do the tattoos on skin, but those can be acquired at the TattooFinder.com website
if someone finds their perfect design(s) / reference in Tattoo-pedia. We put a lot of love into this
book, and my hope is that comes through! :)

This is by far the best book I've bought so far! It is bigger and has more images than I imagined! It
also gives tattoo information throughout the book! If I would have bought this one first I wouldn't
have wasted so much money on mediocre books. I do have to add that Tattoo Johnny is my second
favorite but Tattoo Pedia is best by far!!!!

Young woman recipient enjoying this monstrous book very much. I know nothing about tattooing,
but she assured me that this volume was "everything" about the subject. I'll take her word. For me,
the price was too good to pass up on a subject that she is intensely interested in. I'm "old school",
as in, don't get tats, but she raved, so fifteen bucks well spent, I'm thinking.

I bought this for my high school. The kids love the designs and then get hooked reading the
excellent information interspersed (It HURTS?!? I'm not doing that!). Informed decisions.

My husband is getting into tattooing and is very picky about books. He loves all the details in this
book and looks through it all of the time for ideas!

As a TATTOO ARTIST,this vol.has a lot of good references in it.I am looking forward to getting all
the volumes as they come out,and belive me is defenately better than going to the book store!

I was so disappointed when this garbage arrived in the mail. I was expecting a huge book of
inspiring artwork and creative tattoo ideas. Instead, I got high school tier notebook scribbles.
Seriously, there isn't a single image in this book an intelligent person would put on their body. The
images contained in Tattoo-Pedia are not professional grade designs, they are not photos of well
done tattoos. They are tacky, cheezy, poorly drawn flash. The type of artwork you expect to fall out
of a cereal box, or come out of a coin operated vending machine at the bowling alley.If you are a
grown individual with a love of art, design, and tattoos go buy "Juxtapoz Tattoo". It has great photos

of beautifully rendered tattoos that you will wish you had thought of first.The only good thing I can
say about this book is that it was cheap.
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